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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AT IGISOL-FACILITY�A. JokinenDepartment of Physis, University of JyväskyläP.O.Box 35, 40351 Jyväskylä, Finlande-mail: jokinen�phys.jyu.fi(Reeived January 13, 1999)The reent developments at the IGISOL-faility in Jyväskylä are re-viewed. The spetrosopy of �ssion produts has revealed a new set of beta-delayed neutron emitters and resulted in an identi�ation of new isotopesin the A = 110 region. The new results on level strutures of even-evenrefratory �ssion produts imply the population of the two-quasipartilestrutures. The spetrosopy of light �ssion produts has lead to the ob-servation of superasymmetri �ssion. The implementation of the heavy-ionion guide has opened the possibility to apply the ion guide tehnique tomedium and heavy neutron-de�ient nulei. Its performane in the viin-ity of the N = Z line is summarized. The highlights of the researh onthe light proton-rih nulei are given as well as the reent results of theollinear laser spetrosopy at IGISOL. The new projet of mass-seletiveooling and bunhing of ion beams from the IGISOL-separator is presented.PACS numbers: 07.81.�m, 21.10.�k, 25.85.�w1. IntrodutionIon guide based isotope separation was developed in Jyväskylä in theearly 80's. It was �rst used for light-ion-indued reations and later thistehnique was applied for various types of reations inluding heavy-ionreations and harged-partile indued �ssion. In the ion guide, reationproduts are stopped in He-gas and transported out from a gas ell with theHe-�ow as 1+ ions. The ion guide tehnique is haraterized by its hemialunseletivity, whih allows extration of ion beams of all elements. It hasalso proven to be faster than onventional ion soures. However, due toine�ient stopping in gas, it su�ers from a low e�ieny in some reations[1, 2℄.� Presented at the Conferene "Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier", Warsaw, Poland,June 1998. (1227)
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Fig. 1. The present layout of the IGISOL-faility at the Aelerator Laboratory atthe University of Jyväskylä.In the beginning of the nineties, the IGISOL-separator was moved fromthe old laboratory to the new ylotron laboratory. In this phase, the fa-ility was upgraded with a better vauum system and larger Roots-pumpsin the front end of the separator. In addition, the foal plane of the dipolemagnet was equipped with a three-way swithyard. Beam lines served bythe swithyard were devoted to di�erent tasks. The left-most beam linewas equipped with the onversion eletron spetrometer, ELLI [3℄. The en-tral beam line serves as a general-purpose spetrosopy line where di�erent



Reent Developments at IGISOL-Faility 1229types of detetor systems an be installed. The right most beam line seenfrom the diretion of the ion beam an be aommodated, for example, withharged-partile detetors. The entral beam line is also equipped with a90Æ de�etor, whih de�ets the IGISOL-beam to the seond �oor througha vertial beam line. On the seond �oor, a dediated laser spetrosopysetup was built in ollaboration with laser spetrosopists from Birminghamand Manhester. The layout of the IGISOL-faility is shown in Fig. 1.In addition to improvements of the ion guide isotope separator itself,the IGISOL-faility has gained a lot from the higher beam intensities andenergies together with wider seletion of primary beams in the new heavyion laboratory in Jyväskylä.At the same time, the detetion systems have been developed. Thismeans larger solid angles, but also dediated designs for spei� spetro-sopi problems. For example, we have developed a 3��-detetor, whihinreases the e�ieny of the onventional beta-gamma spetrosopy. An-other example is the onstrution of the novel gas-Si telesope [4℄. Thishas been used suessfully in various experiments at IGISOL and elsewhere.Based on the good experiene with this detetor, a new setup onsisting of15 similar-type gas-Si-telesopes in hemisphere geometry was also developedfor multipartile deays.In the following I will present results of the new developments in light ofthe physis program of the IGISOL-faility during the reent years. In allsetions I try to onnet the tehnial development to the new results.2. Spetrosopy of neutron-rih nuleiSoon after the development of the IGISOL tehnique, its potential forstudying refratory �ssion produts was realized. This and the fat thatharged-partile-indued �ssion results in a symmetri mass distribution di-reted the researh to the spetrosopy of �ssion produts in the mass regionA = 100 � 120. This projet has been extremely suessful resulting in anidenti�ation of 25 new isotopes and the detailed spetrosopy of neutron-rih medium mass nulei from Y to Pd.Reently, altogether 14 new beta-delayed neutron emitters have beenfound ranging from niobium to tehnetium [5, 6℄. Their beta deay half-lives and beta-delayed neutron branhes were measured using a dediatedneutron detetion set-up. The obtained half-life and beta-delayed neutrondata provide a large set of systemati information on the nulei far from sta-bility. The omparison to the QRPA preditions [7℄ indiates the inreasingimportane of fast beta transitions to high lying states of nulei with largeneutron exess. Comparison of the measured half-lives from Y to Rh withQRPA-alulations and revised gross theory [8℄ shows only modest agree-



1230 A. Jokinenment, whih points to the insu�ient treatment of the struture of veryneutron-rih nulei in the region of rapidly hanging deformation. Anotheronlusion drawn from these measurements is that spetrosopi studies atthe present IGISOL-system an be extended up to 15 neutrons away fromthe valley of beta-stability.The study of olletive strutures of even-even isotopes has been ontin-ued reently by extending the level systematis of Pd-isotopes [9℄ to 118Pd[10℄ and performing the �rst spetrosopi studies on the level strutures of110Mo. The levels in even-even neutron-rih Pd-isotopes are shown in Fig. 2inluding preliminary identi�ation of the levels in 118Pd. In the same study,the knowledge of the level struture of 110Ru [11℄ was extended to higher ex-itation energies implying that the beta feeding of two quasi-partile stateshas been observed. The identi�ation of the two-quasipartile states om-bined with the known single partile states provides a tool to obtain in-formation on the strength of the pairing interation [12℄. This approah isvery interesting sine other methods, like extrating the pairing gap fromthe mass systematis are not possible due to the poor or sometimes evenmissing mass data. Enouraged by the suess of this experiment, similarstudies are foreseen in the near future.

Fig. 2. Level systematis of neutron-rih even Pd-isotopes. The preliminary iden-ti�ation of the levels in 118Pd is from a reent experiment at IGISOL [10℄.3. Superasymmetri �ssion modeCharged-partile indued �ssion results in a symmetri mass divisionleading to an enhanement of yields in the symmetri region of the massdistribution, i.e., around A = 110 � 120. Traditionally, thermal �ssion of235U has been used to produe nulei assoiated with asymmetri mass di-



Reent Developments at IGISOL-Faility 1231vision. Reently, the yield measurements of n-rih Ni, Cu, Zr, Ga and Geisotopes have shown inreased yields of very light fragments [13℄. This in-diates an enhanement of the asymmetri mass division at intermediateexitation energy, as shown in Fig. 3. The observation implies the impor-tane of harged-partile indued �ssion as a omplementary reation for theprodution of light �ssion fragments around N = 28. Further spetrosopistudies among the light �ssion produts are planned as well as more detailedstudies of the observed �ssion mode, superasymmetri �ssion, by means ofthe IGISOL separator and the HENDES-spetrometer [15℄. These measure-ments are ruial to haraterize the superasymmetri mode, whih may bea potential reation to approah the region around the doubly magi 78Ninuleus.

Fig. 3. Measured independent yields of �ssion produt in the superasymmetriregion in 25 MeV proton indued �ssion of 238U. The alulated mass yield for the238U(p; f) reation is aording to [13℄ and mass yields in thermal neutron indued�ssion of 235U are taken from [14℄.4. Beta-delayed deay of 23Al applying the light ionfusion ion guideReently a light ion fusion ion guide was newly designed to improve theolletion of reoil ions with a more e�ient �ow pattern inside the ion guide.It was applied in the deay study of 23Al. The beta-delayed proton deay



1232 A. Jokinenof 23Al has been studied earlier in Berkeley [16℄ resulting in a surprisinglyhigh beta-delayed proton branh from the Isobari Analog State (IAS) in23Mg. This result, whih orresponds to an unusually high isospin mixingof the IAS, has also severe in�uene on the leakage from the NeNa-yle inastrophysial alulations. Due to the importane of the beta-delayed protonbranh of the IAS we have remeasured the beta-delayed proton deay of 23Al[17℄.In our study, a mass separated soure of 23Al was used. This fat togetherwith the seletion provided by the reation hannel resulted in a very puresoure of 23Al in ontrary to the previous work in Berkeley, where the He-jettehnique was used. Another advantage ompared to the previous work isthat for the �rst time both gamma-rays and protons de-exiting the IASould be observed at the same time. The relative e�ieny of gamma andproton deays ould be alibrated using online soures of 24Al and 20Na.Our preliminary results give a proton branh from the IAS about eighttimes lower ompared to [16℄. This results implies a muh smaller isospinmixing, but still remarkably high ompared to theoretial estimates. Thetransition strength ! for the 22Nag:s:(p)23Mg� reation extrated from ourdata ompares well with the reent reation studies [18℄.5. Development of the heavy-ion guide, HIGISOLIn onnetion with a move to the new heavy ion ylotron laboratory theIGISOL tehnique was also adapted to heavy ion reations. The heavy ionguide was originally developed for the SARA-faility in Grenoble [19℄ andhas been installed in the Jyväskalä�IGISOL [20℄. The heavy ion IGISOL(HIGISOL) is based on the fat that the reoil produts are sattered tolarger angles than the primary beam in heavy ion reations. Thus it ispossible to stop reoils within the solid angle determined by two ones: theinner one is de�ned by the maximum sattering angle of the primary beamand the outer one is de�ned by the maximum usable sattering angle of thereoils. The priniple of the HIGISOL is illustrated in Fig. 4.HIGISOL has been used for spetrosopi studies of neutron-de�ientisotopes around A = 125, whih immediately led to the identi�ation of ashort-lived isomer in 125La [21℄. Reently HIGISOL has been applied forspetrosopy of N = Z nulei in the viinity of 80Zr [22℄. Fig. 5 ompilesthe yield information for natNi(32SX�Y pZn) reations in the viinity of theN = Z line. Based on these yields, it is obvious that deay spetrosopy ofnulei along the MT = +1 line is feasible and the researh on that line isplanned, espeially for refratory elements. Large deay energies assoiatedwith these nulei allow the observation of a large part of the Gamow Tellersum rule.
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Fig. 4. The priniple of the heavy-ion ion guide, HIGISOL.

Fig. 5. Prodution of isotopes in atoms/s produed in the 32S+natNi reation atHIGISOL [22℄.



1234 A. Jokinen6. Collinear laser spetrosopy at IGISOL-failityThe unique ombination of the ultrasensitive ollinear laser spetrosopywith the ion guide tehnique apable to produe ion beams of all elementsallows studies of isotopes and isomers beyond the other presently used teh-niques. The apability of the set-up has been demonstrated by the spe-trosopy of 140;142;144Ba isotopes [23℄.The �rst on-line isotope shift measurements of a refratory element wereperformed by using the same ombination. Collinear laser-indued �uores-ene measurements inluded the radioative isotopes 170;172;173;174Hf [24℄.The obtained harge radii data provide an important referene for theoret-ial preditions of the deformation along the Hf-isotope hain. However,further studies for the general trend of hr2i are required, espeially for thelow and high spin isomeri states in and around 178Hf.7. Ion ooler and ion trap projet at JYFLWhen the present ion guide is turned to the maximum yields, the result-ing ion beam has a relatively wide energy spread, of the order of 100 eV,but still good emittane, of the order of 3 ��mm�mrad. Thus it is obviousthat the quality of the IGISOL-beam deserves improvement. The univer-sality of the ion guide tehnique, i.e. its apability to produe beams of allelements often results in a opious amount of isobari bakground prevent-ing the observation of the weakly produed, the most exoti, speies. Thusmass puri�ation is also required. However, the speed of ion guide tehniqueshould be preserved.To overome the problems and retain the nie features of IGISOL-beams,we have deided to manipulate IGISOL-beams in two steps, as shown inFig. 6. Ions will be �rst injeted into a linear radiofrequeny quadrupolestruture with gas load. There they will lose energy in ollisions with thebu�er gas atoms, and the quadrupole �eld will drive the ion towards theoptial axis. A gentle axial �eld drives the ion towards the end of the rodstruture from where they are ejeted with an order of magnitude smalleremittane and energy spread ompared to the injeted beam. In a seondstep, the ion beam is transported to a Penning-trap, where it is aptured bythe dynami apture based on the energy loss in bu�er gas ollisions. Cap-tured ions exited resonantly so that ions with a ertain mass are enteredin the trap and other ions are lost.
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Fig. 6. Shemati layout of the ion ooler and ion trap projet at the IGISOL-faility. The mass separated ion beam will be injeted through a small apertureinto the gas-�lled radiofrequeny quadrupole (RFQ). The ooled ion beam fromthe RFQ is then transported to the Penning-trap, where it will be bunhed andmass puri�ed. 8. ConlusionsThe universality of the ion guide tehnique and its appliation for dif-ferent type of reations has provided a wealth of new information. The ionguide development is still in progress and further explorations of the nuleifar from stability are expeted. The new development of an RFQ-ooler
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